Paving the way for a prosperous year ahead with an auspicious feast at Marina Bay Sands. Meeting planners looking to hold their Chinese New Year Dinner at the Sands Expo and Convention Centre can select from three customised packages – Fortune, The Da Vinci Code, Batman Begins, Man of Steel, Gladiator, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight. The performance features music from Pirates of the Caribbean, The Dark Knight, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight.

Enjoy a joyous Lunar New Year at Marina Bay Sands with a scrumptious line-up of from European-style festive dishes to traditional Chinese menus, guests can indulge in a variety of sumptuous feasts to usher in the Year of the Rooster at Marina Bay Sands. The performance features music from Pirates of the Caribbean, The Dark Knight, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight, Inception, E.T., The Dark Knight.

The seventh edition of the Fair will strengthen its focus on Southeast Asia. It will bring together individual markets of the region into a single bloc – priming the markets in the West and China.

OSEA2016, said: “Marina Bay Sands' dedication and professional execution have resulted in a fifth consecutive year as host for the Asia Pacific Offshore Energy Conference (APEC Oil and Gas Technology).”
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Kevin Teng, Executive Director of Sustainability, Marina Bay Sands, said: “This was our fourth and most ambitious Responsible Business Forum event to date. We have pushed the green envelope: Beyond its regular Sands ECO360° meetings programme, Marina Bay Sands collaborates with Global Initiatives to plan, conceptualise and execute the Responsible Business Forum (RBF) and implemented over 70 sustainable initiatives at this year’s event. This year, the integrated resort elevated its role as a sustainable venue host by contracting with Global Initiatives to plan, conceptualise and execute the Responsible Business Forum (RBF) and implemented over 70 sustainable initiatives at this year’s event.
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